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using the three wire method to measure threads the pitch diameter of a threaded object cannot be measured directly except with specialized thread micrometers but using three wires of the same known diameter the thread pitch can be measured with a standard micrometer chris tip this entire discussion is about 60 threads pee dee thread, the old definition nc national coarse is comparable with the metric thread the new term unc is comparable with the iso metric thread and unc threads are interchangeable in an similar manner to the metric and the iso metric thread, 42 tap drill diameters for thread cutting nominal size d1 unc unf unef unjc unjf m mf mj npsm npsc npsf rp bspp g sti unc sti unf sti m lk unc lk m bsw bsf pg tr tr f rd inch fraction wire letter mm, i m making some parts with a 375 24 unjf 3a threads i have the proper insert for the j threads and have a 375 24 unjf 3a go thread ring gage but for the no go gage i only have a 375 24 unf 3a not j can i use a unjf go and a unf no go gages to check the threads or do i need to have unjf, description page unified inch screw threads 15 1 to 15 5 astm amp sae grade markings for steel bolts amp screws 15 6 platings amp coatings for fasteners 15 7 to 15 8 hex cap screws sae j429 15 9 to 15 11 steel bar weights 15 12 weight multiplier for various materials 15 13 material selection chart 15 14, this sae aerospace standard as specifies the characteristics of screw threads unj profile inch series including a mandatory controlled radius as specified in table 1 at the root of the external thread the minor diameter of both external and internal threads provides a basic thread height of, cast iron flanges stud reference chart the number diameter and length of studs for cast iron flanges class 125 and 250 en 10226 pipe threads where pressure tight joints are made on the threads dimensions pipe threads where pressure tight joints are made on the threads part 1 taper external threads and parallel internal threads, nominal size 2 3 3 5 5 6 8 8 1 4 5 16 5 16 3 8 7 16 7 16 1 2 9 16 9 16 5 8 3 4 3 4 7 8 class 3 threading threads per inch class 3a major diameter, ns special threads of american national form sb manufacturers stove bolt standard thread unc unified coarse thread unf unified fine thread un unified diameter pitch combination uns unified threads of special diameters pitches and length of engagement unm unified miniature thread size 5 16 24 unjf 3 7 16 20 unjf 3 1 2 20 unjf 3 9 16 18, threads and threading acme screw threads 1825 general purpose acme threads 1825 acme thread form 1827 acme thread abbreviations 1827 designation 1827 basic dimensions 1827 formulas for diameters 1827 limiting dimensions 1827 single start screw thread data 1827 pitch diameter allowances 1827 multiple start acme threads 1832 pitch diameter tolerances, tap chart unc unf threads tap chart unc unf threads tap size nf nc unf threads per inch basic major dia inches basic effective dia inches basic minor dia of ext threads inches basic minor dia of int threads inches drill size, unified screw thread chart unc unf major diameter minor diameter pitch external thread internal thread size from 0 to 2 5 back to thread dimension list unc coarse thread unf fine thread unf extra fine thread unified screw dimension chart, ansi asme internal screw thread size chart all units are in inches unified screw threads per ansi asme b1 1 1989 r2001 r2001 nomenclature are used acceptability criteria are described in ansi asme b1 3m 1992 r2001 note this screw chart is not comprehensive of all available standard threads as provided by the standard, note the size of the hexagon of a bolt or nut has no relevance when defining a thread size tpi threads per inch the number of thread or v s along a one inch length which in turns defines the size of the v shape of the helical portion of a thread, 4 screw thread designation example 3125 24 unjf 3a b 3125 nominal diameter maximum major diameter 24 number of threads per inch un unified national 60 v thread, unjf thread dimensions is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public access
so you can download it instantly our book servers spans in multiple locations allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one, unified national thread rate chart od decimal tpi pitch core dia male core dia female thread depth male thread depth, standard unj and un tap drill sizes it s my understanding that you can use the same tap drill hole size the actual tap is what varies for both unj and un thread forms however if you want to maximize the percentage of thread side wall depth the hole may have to be varied as well, thread size from 0 0600 inch to 2 inches calculations can be done by selecting a desired thread size from a list of thread sizes which are in the diameter range from 0 060 inch to 2 inches bolt and nut tolerance classes can be selected among the alternatives 1a 2a 3a and 1b 2b and 3b respectively, thread work plugs thread work plugs thread rings amp setting plugs class standard inch pitch diameters thread rings amp setting plugs or decimal unef unc unef unc size tpi 80 64 72 56 64 48 56 40 48 40 44 32 40 32 36 24 32 28 32 20 28 32 18 32 16 24 32 14 20 28 12 13 20 28 12 18 0506 0614 0626 0728 0744 0838 0858 0939, screw thread design screw thread fundamentals a screw thread is defined as a ridge of uniform section in the form of a helix on either the external or internal surface of a cylinder internal threads refer to those on nuts and tapped holes while external threads are those on bolts studs or screws, the unified thread standard uts defines a standard thread form and series along with allowances tolerances and designations for screw threads commonly used in the united states and canada it is the main standard for bolts nuts and a wide variety of other threaded fasteners used in these countries, threads the jic an threads are a unjf profile the unjf profile is a modified un profile unj specifies a minimum and maximum root radius for the thread to increase strength if you are wanting to make a jic an fitting on your lathe you can normally do so using standard 60 thread cutting tools dimensions, this port requires a unj thread which species a larger minor thread diameter ms33649 as5202 reamer pilot port tool carbide tipped a d e f j q r l s oal tube thread order uncoated altin 0 367 0 2665 0 071 0 575 0 425 0 025 0 219 2 00 0 500 3 00 3 n a 0 2500 28 unjf 3b solid carbide ms33649 1r ms33649 1ra, standard series limits of size unified and american screw threads nominal size and threads per inch series desig nation external internal class allow ance major diameter limits pitch diameter limits max min min max tol era nce minor diameter class minor dia limits pitch diameter limits min max min max tolera nce major diam min, use the profiles below to determine the correct npt thread before ordering the corresponding chart displays the pipe thread size the number of threads per inch the inner diameter of the fitting and the closest an thread, concentrations the basic thread geometry for iso and unified threads is shown below p 4 p 8 pp 60o 30o crest root minor diameter d r axis of thread major diameter mean pitch d or c d diameter d or d p m unified and iso thread geometry pitch p the distance between adjacent thread forms measured parallel to the thread axis, d1 d p 60 unjf unified fine thread sae as8879d recommended drill sizes for tapping internal unj threads threads for the aerospace industry nominal size inch d p min inch max inch drill size decimal inch, unj vs un unjs vs uns unjv vs unc unjf vs un unjef vs unef where the j series thread is defined in specification asni asme sae as8879 formerly mil s 8879 and in asni asme b1 15 why the rounded root of a unj external thread greatly improves fatigue strength over that of a flat root un thread, approved unjcs and unjf class 3b screw threads tap drill series thread nom min max amp, iso inch thread with a standard unf 3b tolerance ref asme b1 1 1989 unified inch screw threads relationship between the tolerances mm to ins 25 4 ins to mm x 25 4 tolerance class 2a is the foundation is 0 127 x 0 3 0 038 i e 0 3 x 2a pitch diameter tolerance, aerospace standard port or fitting end internal straight thread design standard as5202 rev t as5202 sheet 3 of 3 rev t a notes 1 this fitting end is designed for use with fittings per as4875, a good rule of thumb for pipe sizes up to 2 in nominal is to measure the od and subtract 1 4 in round off for the nominal pipe size for other threads determine actual size by measuring the od, i have a 1 2 20 unjg 3b thread to make i ve been reading specs all morning and from what i can tell a unf and unj thread are the same for an internal hole with the exception of the unjf having a slightly larger minor dia so i should be able to use a 60 deg single point threading tool without i, dd is the major diameter of the thread thus 3 8 inch thread will have a 3 8 standing at the left most of the thread specification the dimensions usually come at margins of an inch 1 2 1 8 1 16 etc it must be
noted that threads with a diameter smaller than have been given special numbers from 0 to 10, innovative thread mill solutions new threads all solid carbide thread mills expanded program tm 2 edp no tool thread size cutter cut no overall Shank Shank size unc unf sti unf unfc unjc mj m dia length flutes length dia type unjc unjf m mj in addition threads all, internal thread dimensions for unified unf screw threads diameter threads per inch tpi thread fit class major diameter pitch diameter minor diameter stress area min max min max min in no 0 80 2b 0 0600 0 0542 0 0519 0 0514 0 0465 0 00180 no 1 72 2b 0 0730 0 0665 0 0640 0 0635 0 0580 0 00278 external amp internal thread dimensions for unf, tell me all there is to know about a unjf thread 1 4 28 unjf internal more importantly the way to calculate the tap drill size a standard 1 4 28 3b tap will work for the female threads but how do you determine the tap drill size the machinist hand book didn t have a lot to offer on that subject, a c t always precise standard pitch diameter chart 16 plug thread gages nominal size unified thread diameters cl 2b cl 3b 0 80 unf 0519 0542 0536 0002 0002 030, unj unjc unjf and unjef threads are almost identical to un unc unf and unf threads except that the external j thread has a much larger root radius than the standard un threads and inspection must be performed on this element, thread chart threads per inch tpi thread pitch when ordering or referencing inch fasteners threads per inch tpi is used instead of the thread pitch the threads per inch come directly after the thread diameter and before the length if applicable when describing an inch fastener for example a hex cap screw with a 1 2 thread, both these threads are 60 degree angle early harley and indian motorcycles used 24pi threads on most diameters 5 16 and 3 8 unf are both 24tpi but 1 4 unf is 28 tpi and a special 1 4 x 24 thread must be used 7 32 x 24 unc is an obsolete thread, internal thread characteristics of j thread types the external male thread is manufactured with radii in the root of the thread for improved fastener strength the internal female thread is manufactured to the 3b class of t for the pitch diameter with a larger minor diameter to accommodate the radius in the root of the male thread, a for class 2a threads with coating plating the max is increased by the allowance to the basic size this is the same value as class 3a b for uncoated hot rolled but not standard fasteners with cold rolled threads, iso inch thread with a standard unf 3a tolerance ref asme b1 1 1989 unified inch screw threads relationship between the tolerances mm to ins 25 4 ins to mm x 25 4 tolerance class 2a is the foundation is 0 127 x 0 3 0 038 i e 0 3 x 2a pitch diameter tolerance, class 3a threads over 1 diameter screws are class 2a threads 1 1 4 7 1 2500 1 2478, the unjf spec we use as8879 for aircraft work as required by our customer does not require a root radius on the internal thread only on the external thread the only difference from a unf thread for internal threads is a larger minor diameter hole size

Using the Three Wire Method to Measure Threads
May 12th, 2019 - Using the Three Wire Method to Measure Threads The pitch diameter of a threaded object can't be measured directly except with specialized thread micrometers But using three wires of the same known diameter the thread pitch can be measured with a standard micrometer Chris’ Tip This entire discussion is about 60 ° threads Pee Dee Thread

MARYLAND METRICS THREAD DATA CHARTS 9
May 15th, 2019 - The old definition NC National Coarse is comparable with the metric thread The new term UNC is comparable with the ISO metric thread NC and UNC threads are interchangeable in an similar manner to the metric and the ISO metric thread

TAP DRILL DIAMETERS FOR THREAD CUTTING Thrillers
May 6th, 2019 - 42 TAP DRILL DIAMETERS FOR THREAD CUTTING Nominal Size ø d1 UNC UNF UNEF UNJC UNJF M MF MJ NPSM NPSC NPSF Rp BSPP G STI UNC STI UNF STI M LK UNC LK M BSW BSF Pg
UNJF Threads practicalmachinist.com
February 14th, 2011 - I’m making some parts with a 375 24 UNJF 3A threads I have the proper insert for the J threads and have a 375 24 UNJF 3A go thread ring gage but for the no go gage I only have a 375 24 UNF 3A not J Can I use a UNJF go and a UNF no go gages to check the threads or do I need to have UNJF

DESCRIPTION PAGE Sigma Fasteners
May 12th, 2019 - DESCRIPTION PAGE Unified Inch Screw Threads 15 1 to 15 5 ASTM amp SAE Grade Markings for Steel Bolts amp Screws 15 6 Platings amp Coatings for Fasteners 15 7 to 15 8 Hex Cap Screws – SAE J429 15 9 to 15 11 Steel Bar Weights 15 12 Weight Multiplier for Various Materials 15 13 Material Selection Chart 15 14

AS8879D Screw Threads UNJ Profile Inch Controlled
August 22nd, 2018 - This SAE Aerospace Standard AS specifies the characteristics of screw threads UNJ profile inch series including a mandatory controlled radius as specified in Table 1 at the root of the external thread The minor diameter of both external and internal threads provides a basic thread height of

UNC and UNF Unified Inch Screw Threads
May 15th, 2019 - Cast Iron Flanges Stud Reference Chart The number diameter and length of studs for cast iron flanges class 125 and 250 EN 10226 Pipe threads where pressure tight joints are made on the threads Dimensions Pipe threads where pressure tight joints are made on the threads Part 1 Taper external threads and parallel internal threads

Americanbolcorp.com
May 13th, 2019 - Nominal Size 2 3 3 5 5 6 8 8 1 4 5 16 5 16 3 8 7 16 7 16 1 2 9 16 9 16 5 8 3 4 3 4 7 8 CLASS 3 THREADING Threads per Inch Class 3A — Major Diameter

Swagelok Tube Fittings Swagelok Ultra Torr Fittings Tube
May 15th, 2019 - NS Special Threads of American National Form SB Manufacturers Stove Bolt Standard Thread UNC Unified Coarse Thread UNF Unified Fine Thread UN Unified diameter pitch combination UNS Unified threads of special diameters pitches and length of engagement UNM Unified Miniature Thread Size 5 16 24 UNJF 3 7 16 20 UNJF 3 1 2 20 UNJF 3 9 16 18

Threads and Threading Nashua School District
May 15th, 2019 - THREADS AND THREADING ACME SCREW THREADS 1825 General Purpose Acme Threads 1825 Acme Thread Form 1827 Acme Thread Abbreviations 1827 Designation 1827 Basic Dimensions 1827 Formulas for Diameters 1827 Limiting Dimensions 1827 Single Start Screw Thread Data 1827 Pitch Diameter Allowances 1827 Multiple Start Acme Threads 1832 Pitch Diameter Tolerances
Tap Chart UNC UNF Threads provides tap sizes drill
May 12th, 2019 - Tap Chart UNC UNF Threads Tap Chart UNC UNF Threads Tap size NF NC UNF UNC Threads per inch Basic major dia inches Basic effective dia inches Basic minor dia of ext threads inches Basic minor dia of int threads inches Drill size

UNC UNF UNEF Thread Specification uuo.com
May 16th, 2019 - Unified Screw Thread Chart UNC UNF UNEF Major Diameter Minor Diameter Pitch External Thread Internal Thread Size from 0 to 2.5 Back to Thread Dimension List UNC Coarse Thread UNF Fine Thread UNEF Extra Fine Thread Unified Screw Dimension chart

ANSI Internal Screw Threads Size and Tolerances Table
May 15th, 2019 - ANSI ASME INTERNAL Screw Thread Size Chart All units are in inches Unified Screw Threads per ANSI ASME B1 1 1989 R2001 R2001 Nomenclature are used Acceptability criteria are described in ANSI ASME B1 3M 1992 R2001 Note This screw chart is not comprehensive of all available standard threads as provided by the standard

UN imperial screw thread calculator Theoretical Machinist
May 13th, 2019 - NOTE The size of the hexagon of a bolt or nut has no relevance when defining a thread size TPI Threads per inch The number of thread or V's along a one inch length which in turns defines the size of the V shape of the helical portion of a thread

Distributed by Gage Crib Worldwide Inc 6701 Old 28th St
May 14th, 2019 - 4 Screw Thread Designation EXAMPLE 3125 24 UNJF 3A B 3125 Nominal Diameter Maximum Major Diameter Pitch Male Core Dia Female Core Dia Male Thread Depth Female Thread Depth

Unjf Thread Dimensions paraglide.com
May 5th, 2019 - unjf thread dimensions is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly Our book servers spans in multiple locations allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one

Unified National Fine Thread Chart motalia
May 15th, 2019 - Unified national thread rate chart OD Decimal TPI Pitch Core Dia Male Core Dia Female Thread Depth Male Thread Depth

Standard UNJ and UN Tap Drill Sizes bjg design.com
May 13th, 2019 - Standard UNJ and UN Tap Drill Sizes It's my understanding that you can use the same tap drill hole size the actual tap is what varies for both UNJ and UN thread forms however if you want to maximize the percentage of thread side wall depth the hole may have to be varied as well

Unified Screw Threads and Tolerances Inch
May 14th, 2019 - Thread size from 0.0600 inch to 2 inches. Calculations can be done by selecting a desired thread size from a list of thread sizes which are in the diameter range from 0.060 inch to 2 inches. Bolt and nut tolerance classes can be selected among the alternatives 1A, 2A, 3A and 1B, 2B, and 3B respectively.

**www.threadcheck.com**

May 15th, 2019 - Thread Work Plugs, Thread Work Rings, and Setting Plugs Class Standard Inch Pitch Diameters. Thread Rings and Setting Plugs or Decimal UNEF, UNC, UNF, UNEF, UNEF, UNEF, UNC Size TPI: 80, 64, 72, 56, 64, 48, 56, 40, 48, 40, 32, 40, 36, 24, 32, 28, 32, 20, 28, 32, 18, 32, 16, 24, 32, 14, 20, 28, 12, 13, 20, 28, 12, 18, 0506, 0614, 0626, 0728, 0744, 0838, 0858, 0939.

**Screw Thread Design Fastenal**

May 9th, 2019 - Screw Thread Design: Screw Thread Fundamentals. A screw thread is defined as a ridge of uniform section in the form of a helix on either the external or internal surface of a cylinder. Internal threads refer to those on nuts and tapped holes while external threads are those on bolts, studs, or screws.

**Unified Thread Standard Wikipedia**

May 14th, 2019 - The Unified Thread Standard (UTS) defines a standard thread form and series—along with allowances, tolerances, and designations—for screw threads commonly used in the United States and Canada. It is the main standard for bolts, nuts, and a wide variety of other threaded fasteners used in these countries.

**AN and JIC Fittings – Valvers**

May 13th, 2019 - Threads: The JIC AN threads are a UNJF profile. The UNJF profile is a modified UNF profile. UNJ specifies a minimum and maximum root radius for the thread to increase strength. If you are wanting to make a JIC AN fitting on your lathe, you can normally do so using standard 60° thread cutting tools. Dimensions.

**MS33649 AS5202 sct usa.com**

May 15th, 2019 - This port requires a UNJ thread which specifies a larger minor thread diameter. MS33649, AS5202, REAMER PILOT PORT TOOL CARBIDE TIPPED, A D E F, J, Q, R, L, S, OAL, TUBE THREAD ORDER UNCOATED, ALTIN: 0.367, 0.2665, 0.071, 0.575, 0.425, 0.025, 0.219, 2, 00, 0.500, 3, 00, 3, N A, 0, 2500, 28, UNJF, 3B, Solid Carbide, MS33649, 1R, MS33649, 1RA.

**Standard Series Limits of Size Unified and American Screw**

May 14th, 2019 - Standard Series Limits of Size Unified and American Screw: Threads Nominal size and threads per inch. Series Designation, External, Internal, Class Allowance, Major diameter limits, Pitch diameter limits, Max, Min, Min, Max. Tolera nce, Minor diameter Class, Minor diameter Class Minor diameter Class, Minor Major diameter Max, Min, Max, Tolera nce, Major, diam, Min.
Technical Information Fragola Performance Systems
May 13th, 2019 - Use the profiles below to determine the correct NPT thread before ordering. The corresponding chart displays the pipe thread size, the number of threads per inch, the inner diameter of the fitting, and the closest AN thread.

Thread Standards and Definitions Koç Hastanesi
May 13th, 2019 - Concentrations. The basic thread geometry for ISO and Unified threads is shown below. The axis of thread major diameter, Mean pitch, and diameter of Unified and ISO Thread Geometry. Pitch p – The distance between adjacent thread forms measured parallel to the thread axis.

Threads for the aerospace industry yamawa.com

Unified National J Series vs Unified National
May 16th, 2019 - UNJ vs UN UNJS vs UNS UNJC vs UNC UNJF vs UNF UNJEF vs UNEF. WHERE The J series thread is defined in specification ANSI ASME SAE AS8879 formerly MIL S 8879 and in ANSI ASME B1 15. WHY The rounded root of a UNJ external thread greatly improves fatigue strength over that of a flat root UN thread.

Standard UNJ Tap Drill Sizes bigdesign.com
May 12th, 2019 - Approved unjc and unjf class 3b screw threads tap drill series thread nom min max amp.

ISO INCH THREAD WITH A STANDARD UNF 3B TOLERANCE ef ASME
May 14th, 2019 - ISO INCH THREAD WITH A STANDARD UNF 3B TOLERANCE. Ref ASME B1 1 1989 Unified Inch Screw Threads. Relationship between the tolerances mm to ins 25 4 ins to mm x 25 4. Tolerance class 2A is the foundation is 0 127 x 0 3 0 038 i.e 0 3 x 2A pitch diameter tolerance.

FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASS REV A AS5202 prod nais.nasa.gov
May 14th, 2019 - Aerospace standard port or fitting end internal straight thread design standard as5202 rev a as5202 sheet 3 of 3 rev a notes 1 this fitting end is designed for use with fittings per as4875.

Name that thread Machine Design
October 20th, 2004 - A good rule of thumb for pipe sizes up to 2 in nominal is to measure the OD and subtract 1/4 in Round off for the nominal pipe size For other threads determine actual size by measuring the OD.

UNJF vs UNF internal threads eMastercam.com
May 16th, 2019 - I have a 1 2 20 UNJF 3B thread to make I've been reading specs all morning and from what I can tell a UNF and UNJF thread are the same for an internal hole With the exception of the UNJF having a slightly larger minor dia So I should be able to use a 60 deg single point threading tool without i

Understanding Thread Names – How to Read Thread
May 15th, 2019 - DD is the major diameter of the thread Thus 3 8 inch thread will have a 3 8 standing at the left most of the thread specification The dimensions usually come at margins of an inch 1 2 ¼ 1 8 1 16 etc It must be noted that threads with a diameter smaller than ¼ have been given special numbers from 0 to 10

Innovative Thread Mill Solutions Holders Emuge
May 7th, 2019 - Innovative Thread Mill Solutions NEW THREADS ALL Solid Carbide Thread Mills EXPANDED PROGRAM TM 2 EDP No Tool Thread Size Cutter Cut No Overall Shank Shank Size UNC UNF STI UNF STI UNF UNEF UNJC UNJF M MJ Dia Length Flutes Length Dia Type UNJC • UNF • M • MJ In addition Threads All

External amp Internal Thread Dimensions for UNF Screw Thread
May 15th, 2019 - Internal Thread Dimensions for Unified UNF Screw Threads Diameter Threads Per Inch TPI Thread Fit Class Major Diameter Pitch Diameter Minor Diameter Stress Area Min Max Min Max Min in² No 0 80 2B 0 0600 0 0542 0 0519 0 0514 0 0465 0 00180 No 1 72 2B 0 0730 0 0665 0 0640 0 0635 0 0580 0 00278 External amp Internal Thread Dimensions for UNF

UNJ threads practicalmachinist com
December 6th, 2011 - Tell me all there is to know about a UNJF thread 1 4 28 UNJF internal More importantly the way to calculate the tap drill size A standard 1 4 28 3b tap will work for the female threads but how do you determine the tap drill size The machinist hand book didn't have a lot to offer on that subject

Standard Pitch Diameter Chart Plug Thread Gages
May 15th, 2019 - A C T ALWAYS PRECISE Standard Pitch Diameter Chart 16 Plug Thread Gages NOMINAL SIZE UNIFIED PITCH DIAMETERS CL 2B CL 3B 0 80 UNF 0519 0542 0536 0002 0002 0°30

What s The “J” In UNJ Screw Threads Thread Check
May 15th, 2019 - UNJ UNJC UNJF and UNJEF threads are almost identical to UN UNC UNF and UNEF threads except that the external J thread has a much larger root radius than the standard UN threads and inspection must be performed on this element

Thread Chart Northwest Fastener
May 13th, 2019 - Thread Chart Threads Per Inch TPI Thread Pitch When ordering or referencing inch fasteners Threads Per Inch TPI is used instead of the thread pitch The threads per inch come directly after the
thread diameter and before the length if applicable when describing an inch fastener. For example, a hex cap screw with a 1/2 thread.

**British Tools & Fasteners UNF Thread Profile**
May 12th, 2019 - Both these threads are 60 degree angle. Early Harley and Indian motorcycles used 24tpi threads on most diameters 5/16 and 3/8 UNF are both 24tpi but 1/4 UNF is 28 tpi and a special 1/4 x 24 thread must be used. 7/32 x 24 UNC is an obsolete thread.

**UNJ Thread Taps Guhring Inc**
May 12th, 2019 - Internal Thread Characteristics of J thread Types. The external male thread is manufactured with radii in the root of the thread for improved fastener strength. The internal female thread is manufactured to the 3B class of ?e for the pitch diameter with a larger minor diameter to accommodate the radius in the root of the male thread.

**Unified Screw Threads Standard Series eFunda**
May 13th, 2019 - a For Class 2A threads with coating plating the max is increased by the allowance to the basic size. This is the same value as Class 3A. b For uncoated hot rolled but not standard fasteners with cold rolled threads.

**ISO INCH THREAD WITH A STANDARD UNF 3A TOLERANCE eFunda ASME**
May 13th, 2019 - ISO INCH THREAD WITH A STANDARD UNF 3A TOLERANCE. Ref ASME B1.1 1989 Unified Inch Screw Threads. Relationship between the tolerances mm to ins 25.4 ins to mm x 25.4. Tolerance class 2A is the foundation is 0.127 x 0.3038 i.e. 0.3 x 2A pitch diameter tolerance.

**SOCETS THREAD DIMENSIONS Class 3A fasnetdirect.com**
May 16th, 2019 - Class 3A threads over 1” diameter screws are Class 2A threads 1 1/4 7 1/2500 1 2478.

**UNJF thread Industrial Forum eMastercam.com**
May 13th, 2019 - The UNJF spec we use AS8879 for aircraft work as required by our customer does not require a root radius on the internal thread only on the external thread. The only difference from a UNF thread for internal threads is a larger minor diameter hole size.
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